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Abstract: This workpaper approaches the quality management and the distribution of rural touristic product in Alba 
County. The distribution systems, the distribution channels used and their  advantages and disadvantages have been 
presented, underlining the importance of the quality for the sale of rural touristic product in Alba County. This 
workpaper affirms the necessity of implementing the quality management in the distribution of rural touristic 
product, pointing out its importance for the rural touristic pensions. 
 
The quality has appeared as a competitive strategy, especially met within industrial 
process. Rural tourism had been staying beyond this concept until one came to a crisis in this 
field, fact that has to lead to reconsidering the role of quality and management mechanisms, as 
well. More and more, one can notice the atempt of adjusting and inserting the means and the 
instruments of quality management in tourism taking into account its characteristics. 
 Within the rural tourism, quality management may mainly represent a system by which 
the quality is ensured so that the tourist’s requirements and expectations concerning the product 
performance, price, service done etc, should be highly satisfied. In this context the quality 
comprises all the way of the product, all the employees being involved in its accomplishment. 
 The quality is in fact a long term project resulted from necessity. It supposes an intense 
and deep change in the own organization starting firstly from changes that have to be brought in 
the minds and the attitude of all the human resources in an organization. 
 At present, one cannot talk about production and consumption without the presence of 
distribution. Within the rural tourism, the distribution can be defined as a link between the 
producer and the consummer. The objective of the distribution is to place the touristic product at 
the tourist’s disposal, at the moment and the place where he or she wants to purchase it, in the 
demanded quantity. This requests the achievement of some activities as well: to inform, promote 
and present the product at the sale place. 
 Rural touristic pensions may sell their touristic product by means of distribution channels. 
These may be shorter or longer, depending on how many categories of intermediaries interpose 
between the producer and the distributor. 
 As a result of a research accomplished in 2006, within the rural tourism in Alba County, 
out of a total of 135 pensions, 36,29% use only the direct distribution system based on contacts 
produced right at the place where the touristic product is obtained and the touristic service is 
done, at the tourist directly (in 20 localities: La Carari, Capalna, Calene, Scarisoara, Horea, 
martinie, Bucuru, Brayesti, Balomir, Valea Lunga, Valea Cerbului, Mugesti, Ighiu, Petresti, 
Poiana Aiudului, Lupsa, Sugag, Vadu Motilor, Sasciori, Sibot) and only 22,22% use indirect 
didtribution system through the tourism agency.  
Example: S.C. ALPIN TOUR LTD in Rimetea is the intermediary for the touristic 
products and services provided by 30 pensions in Rimetea, the stone from Hungary beeing an 
important touristic sight. 
 The percentage of only 10% out of sales through the tourism agency in Rimetea (out of 
the whole distribution) is due to the fact that the tourism agencies and the tour-operators 
generally take quite high commissions that make the selling price of touristic product go up. 
 Nevertheless co-operating with tourism agencies might have some advantages for tourists, 
as follows: 
- the tourist should not take care of the ordered services anymore, dealing all the matters about 
travelling with the tourism agent; 
- the tourist often cannot get in touch directly with another country; 
- the direct contact with tourists allows the tourism agency to determine them efficiently choose 
certain destinsations about they had no information at first.  
- there are agencies that provide guarrantee of good organization of travels, enjoying of authority 
and influence towards service doers and customers.  
As for the producer of rural touristic products co-operating with intermediaries also brings 
about advantages, as follows: 
- the touristic product may not be seen, compared, accepted and bought directly by the tourist but 
this one can buy a right of consumption “at home”, that is a title; the trust in this title as well as in 
the quality of future touristic services, depends on the trust the intermediary as a travel organizer 
gives the customer; 
- the tourist often has a vague idea about the touristic product bought but his guarantee he was not 
wrong is based on the intarmediary’s seriosity and reputation. 
So far, the practice has also shown disadvantages occurred because the tourism 
intermediary is used: 
- the intermediary is firstly concerned with maximizing his own profit but not his supplier’s; 
- the intermediary strives to promote the image of his company on the market and less his 
supplier’s image; 
- the intermadiary sells products from more suppliers not only those from one supplier. 
Although there is a large number of tourism agencies in Alba County, only that in 
Rimetae is specialized in rural tourism, their expansion as a didtribution channel being very low. 
Out of 135 rural touristic pensions 63,70% make the distribution of the rural touristic 
product by: Internet ANTREC, ANTREC branch, telephone / fax, directly at tourist (example: the 
pensions in the next localities: Albac, Ampoita, Arieseni, Girda, Rahau, Rimetea, and 
Scarisoara). 
The means of distribution of touristic product in Alba County to those 135 pensions 
existing in those 27 rural localities are made by: Internet, ANTREC Alba branch, telephone/fax, 
tiurism agency, tour-operators and directly at tourists. 
In the rural touristic establishments in 20 localities (La Carari, Capalna, Calene, 
Scarisoara, Horea, Martinie, Bucuru, Brazesti, Balomir, Valea Lunga, Valea Cerbului, Mugesti, 
Ighiu. Petresti, Poiana Aiudului, Lupsa, Sugag, Vadu Motilor, Sasciori, Sibot) out of those 27, the 
sale of rural touristic product is made 100% directly at the tourist. 
The fact that in percent most sales of rural touristic product are made directly at the tourist 
is highly due to the advantages of direct distribution, as follows:   
- the touristic pension may controll the market directly, maintaining a close relationship with 
potential tourists; 
- information reaches at those interested in no time, communication does not involve 
intermediaries, which makes the marketing effort much more efficient; 
- having control on the characteristics of touristic products, the producer can promote certain 
stimulants or facilities to encourage the touristic demand (example: price cut down, insurance 
against risks); 
- identify easily and quickly consummers’ wishes and the specific of different local markets; 
- the direct sale of touristic products highly improve the cash flow (example: a share of cashings 
is made before doing the contracted services, the money obtained being invested in other profit-
bringing activities);  
- publicity expenditures are lower than when dealing with intermediaries. 
Direct distribution policy has some disadvantages, as follows: 
- throwing complex touristic products on the market (example: Albac resort) is much more 
difficult without intermediaries considering the large number of contacts that have to be 
established with customers ; 
- the saving obtained from commissions is often overtaken, on medium term, by additional costs 
determined by the management of the own distribution system. 
This distribution policy needs very important investments in the marketing field, being 
difficult to apply in case of a strong seasonality of touristic product. 
  The direct distribution based on contacts done in the customer’s place of origin is 
obvious. This is based on using the new technologies of information. Using this type of 
distribution channel makes the contact with the market, with its websites easier; the reservations 
may be done directly by means of informatics network. 
 Out of the whole distribution of rural touristic product in Alba County, 35% is made by 
Internet, 35% by ANTREC Alba branch, 85% by telephone / fax, and 55% by tour-operators. 
Lately, the Internet has become a more and more looked for distribution channel in the rural 
tourism, too because of its fastness. The possibility of making online orders leads to a rise in the 
customers’ rate of satisfaction. 
 There also existed situations when the producer of rural touristic products went towards a 
nucleus (the school, associations, clubs) offering a special price and ensuring a reward for that 
person who deals with the advertising of this offer inside that nucleus. (example: “Perla 
Ariesului” Pension in Albac distributes the rural touristic product through schools and the teacher 
who deals with the advertising of that offer enjoys of free accommodation).  
 In the top seasons most rural touristic pensions in Alba County prefer the sale system by 
the short channel. The long and medium distribution channel is used at a low extent and in extra 
season. This is an inconvenient for both tour-operators and tourism agencies and this may be an 
explanation for their non-involvement and lack of interest in the distribution of the rural touristic 
product. 
 There is an obvious lack of the direct distribution system based on contacts made in the 
offices belonging to the service doers. This fact happens because the channels for 
accommodation reservation are inexistent. The reservation centers could be established at 
regional, territorial or autonomous level in order to gather all the entrepreneurs in the field of 
rural tourism. Thus, the potential tourist by one phone call can obtain further information (the 
characteristics of the pension, real information about activities, price, useful advice etc.), can 
reserve and pay the rural touristic product he is interested in. The trading would be more efficient 
if the costs cut down. They could be based on Internet too, that among other advantages removes 
geographical distances, meantime zones, reducing costs. Although, at present the Internet is used 
as an information channel more than a way to contract the to contract the rural touristic product.  
Besides, a co-operation with the transport associates does not exist. Otherwise, when 
intermediating accommodation written requests may be remitted to pensions or the customer may 
be put in touch directly with the accommodation unit when he goes to the information points of 
these units. 
 Establishing a partnership could become a main instrument of direct distribution. When 
one of the pensions has no accommodation, it can offer the tourist information about other 
pensions, thus, making the contact between demand and offer easier. In the region of Apuseni 
Mountains there is an “unwritten joint venture”, the proprietors of rural touristic pensions offer 
such information in the locality. 
 The association may contribute to the diversification of the offer, too (improving the 
service package offered) for attracting a larger and more diversified number of tourists from 
remote areas. It is also offered a background image that influence producers’ decisions and not at 
last would contribute to the development of the rural tourism having a high quality. 
 In order to reduce the seasonal nature of rural tourism it is necessary a higher involvement 
of distribution channels in the trade of the rural touristic product.  
 The common management of information and the improvement of its quality would be 
another important target for the distribution channels. 
 At present in Alba County, the distribution is developing hardly, as one says “everyone as 
they can”, disregarding the scientific concepts. Besides, quality management  has not been 
implemented in any rural touristic pension, fact that affect the means of distribution, too. 
 The tourists pay more and more attention to quality – price ratio when they are about to 
buy a touristic product. This fact underlines once again the importance that must be given by all 
the managers to the quality of rural touristic products and their distribution. In fact, the material 
elements (pension, mountain, climate) are not touristic products but the services done through 
them. (example: accommodation service, entertainment service, food service). Thus, the quality 
means that all the components of the rural touristic product must ensure satisfaction for tourists. 
 It is highly imposed as any person employed in the process of producing or selling the 
rural touristic product to have a marketing vision on everything they deliver the tourist, to be 
aware and responsible of the marketing strategy embraced. 
 Quality ensuring directly concerns the communication between all the persons involved in 
the producing and the sale of rural touristic product and tourists. 
 There is a close interdependence between the quality of the rural touristic product and 
other variables in marketing, innovation in distribution , for example. 
 For a better distributional policy concerning the quality management  it is necessary an 
equal involvement of all the “actors” on the touristic scene in Alba County. 
 More sale points determine more sales that increase the turnover, reaching a powerful and 
strong touristic force. Thus, the distribution strategy turns into an efficient and practical action. 
No matter what kind of strategy is adopted, this must be elastic, to allow savings on the one hand 
and the increase of the rate of the rural touristic pension on the market regarding quality, on the 
other hand. In settling the distribution strategy, one must consider the characteristics of the 
external and internal environment of the pension and the settled objectives, as well. 
 Embracing a favorable position by any manager concerning distribution, based on the 
implementation of the quality management may lead to the improvement of the customers’ 
satisfaction level and of own performance. 
 Because generally marketing is a process through consumer’s requirements are satisfied, 
in rural touristic marketing these requirements must be known and satisfied entirely by rural 
touristic products of the highest quality. For this thing come true, the whole organizational 
process of a rural touristic pension must have as a starting point and an important purpose the 
quality. 
The management of distribution quality regards the rise in sales, expenditures cut down 
and the use at maximum of resources by improving the interaction and communication among all 
the participants in the distribution network. Applying aquality management  within distribution 
helps to manage the changes inside the demand and the offer , maintaining quality and keeping 
costs as low as possible. 
 The co-interest of the persons involved in the distribution network is vital, due to the 
considerable impact this will have on the individual and team roles and organization. It is 
necessary to extend the problems of quality over all the positions and levels of the organizational 
structure, so that everyone might contribute to the process of continuous improvement of quality. 
All the policies and activities must go towards satisfying the tourist’s needs and towards a policy 
of profitable sales on long term and not towards a maximum one, on short term, with potential 
negative effects in the future. 
 Approaching the quality management system encourage the rural touristic pensions to 
analyze the tourist’s requirements, to define the process contributing to the accomplishment of 
the expected touristic product by the tourist and keep control on these processes. 
 By getting the management system and the structure of an adequate distribution channel 
together, the pension can manage to optimize its costs, the rate of market covering, of 
“customizing”, of conflict and control on the distribution system. The whole distribution activity 
must be coordinated by the manager, keeping expenditures as low as possible, and the quality of 
the products and the rate of customers’ satisfaction as high as possible. 
 “To obtain a customer is (10) money units, you can lose him in only 10 seconds and it 
takes you 10 years to bring him back or settle his problems. That is why, proceed carefully to 
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